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Quartiere Coffee band was formed in Grosseto in 2004. After 3 years of touring and developing their 
own style they went on to record  their first album In-A (One Step Records, 2008)  at Boomker Studio in 
Florence under the artistic production of Ciro Princevibe Pisanelli and including several collaborations 
with leading names from the Italian Reggae scene. 
 
Over the following year and a half they performed on over fifty stages across the peninsula, whilst also 
preparing for the release of their second album entitled Vibratown (One Step Records , 2010), also 
produced under the guidance of Princevibe, with collaborations from Elephant Man, Lion D and Sister 
E. The album contains one of the biggest hits by the band Sweet Aroma, which was released as a 
riddim in 2013, with versions voiced by Demarco, Million Stylez, Zamunda and Lucky Kidd. 
 
In 2011, while working on their next recording the band won the Heineken Jamming Festival Contest, 
which lead them to opening for Vasco Rossi. Soon after singer KG Man started collaboration on the 
Rezophonic project and Rootman (keyboards) started a collaboration with Roy Paci & Aretuska. 
 
Two years later they released their 3rd album entitled Italian Reggae Familia (2013), the title track from 
which quickly gained great success. The European Album tour came to a halt abruptly one year on due 
to the untimely death of guitarist Gianluca Real Giallu Acquilino. This was followed by the departure of 
singer KG Man, who is replaced by Rootman as the band leader. 
 
After a year of reflection, experimentation and studio work, comes a new era for the band. Marked by 
collaboration with producer Paolo Baldini, who is preparing what will be their fourth record, written 
together with Jamaican Dwayne C. Downie. The first single from which, We Are, was released in early 
2016. 
 

Filippo Rootman Fratangeli * Voice 
Matteo Mr.Maggio Maggio * Drums 
Matteo Bigga Varricchio * Bass 
Marco Vagheggini * Keyboards 
Filippo Scandroglio * Guitar 
Massimo Dolce * Keyboards 
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